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COMMODITIES
Gold prices sustained their upward momentum for a fifth consecutive week, as bullish investors drove the price

towards a test of $1,950 per ounce on Friday. The value of the U.S. dollar and U.S. bond yields decreased this

week, providing a supportive environment for gold prices, despite a slight uptick on Friday.

UNITED STATES
The U.S. Treasury Department estimated that the $31.4 trillion U.S. debt ceiling would be hit as early as Thursday,

January 19th. Following the announcement, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen informed congressional leaders that

extraordinary measures would be taken to defer the default until June 5th. With Kevin McCarthy recently elected

as House Speaker, Republicans are expected to oppose raising the debt ceiling until Biden and the Senate agree

to cut spending.

The latest inflation data continues to be positive, with the Producer Price Index revealing a decline of 0.5% in final

demand, following a 0.2% increase in November. Additionally, the decrease in initial jobless claims highlights that

the labor market remains robust. Despite the exceptionally low unemployment rate, there has also been a trend of

declining inflation, which has led many Federal Reserve officials to revise their views on the likelihood of a harsh

economic recession. Notably, Vice Chair Fed President Lael Brainard remarked on Thursday that the likelihood of

a "soft landing" in the U.S. appears to be increasing.

This week was marked by the release of 4th quarter earnings reports from various prominent companies in the

United States, including Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, United Airlines, Schlumberger, Procter & Gamble,

Netflix and others.

Notable among these results was streaming giant Netflix, which reported strong subscriber growth, instilling

confidence among investors that technology companies can continue to prosper despite restrictive monetary

policies. The company exceeded expectations by adding 7.7 million new subscribers during the 4th quarter,

despite announcing an EPS that was 79.4% below estimates. Additionally, Netflix's revenue exceeded consensus

estimates, showing a 2% year-over-year growth.

EUROPE
Defense ministers from the United States and Europe are set to convene to discuss increasing military aid to

Ukraine, with the aim of providing Ukraine with the necessary means to regain control of territory lost to Russia.

One of the key areas of focus will be the provision of tanks, with Germany facing pressure to send its Leopard 2

main battle tanks and allowing its NATO allies, such as Poland, to do the same. However, the Chancellor of

Germany has stated that they will not agree to send the tanks until the U.S. offers to provide their own main battle

tanks. The U.S. has resisted this proposal, arguing that European tanks would have a more immediate impact on

the situation. The United Kingdom has already given its approval for sending its main battle tanks, making this an

important topic of discussion for the defense ministers.

ASIA
Despite a notable uptick in COVID-19 cases, China's economy performed better than expected in December, with

industrial production surpassing predictions and growing by 1.1% year-over-year, albeit at a slower pace than

November. However, on the downside, China reported a population decline of 850,000 in 2022, the first decrease

since 1961, potentially signaling the beginning of a demographic crisis. The United Nations estimates that the

Chinese population will shrink by approximately 109 million people by 2050.

In Japan, inflation reached a 41-year high, in line with predictions. The Core Consumer Price Index (CPI), which

excludes fresh food, increased by an annualized rate of 4% in December, up from 3.7% in November. Similarly,

the Headline CPI also rose to 4% in December, compared to 3.8% in November. The data revealed that gas and

utilities remained the primary drivers of inflation, with gas prices jumping 23% during the month and electricity

costs rising 21%. Japan's heavy reliance on imports and the depreciation of the yen have led to increased import

costs, contributing to the rising price pressure. There has been speculation that the Bank of Japan (BOJ) may

adjust its loose monetary policy, but so far, the central bank has given no indication of raising interest rates. The

BOJ forecasts that inflation will continue to rise until mid-2023 before easing by the end of the year.
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Currency Index Level Week YTD 1 Year

Equity Market

AMERICAS -1,39 -19,17 -13,29 
USD DOW JONES INDUS. AVG 33.236,41 -3,07 -6,86 -3,65 
USD S&P 500 INDEX 3.954,95 -1,09 -18,13 -12,56 
USD NASDAQ COMPOSITE 11.078,89 -0,00 -32,51 -23,65 
BRL BRAZIL IBOVESPA INDEX 112.157,69 1,12 4,69 4,54
ARS S&P MERVAL TR ARS 245.110,10 1,22 142,02 181,56
CLP S&P/CLX IPSA (CLP) TR 5.237,22 1,56 22,13 16,49

MXN S&P/BMV IPC 53.964,79 0,72 -5,77 4,68

EUROPE -0,48 -6,48 -0,54 
EUR Euro Stoxx 50 Pr 4.119,90 -0,73 -8,55 -0,57 
GBP FTSE 100 INDEX 7.770,59 -0,92 4,57 5,80
EUR DAX INDEX 15.033,56 -0,35 -12,35 -5,63 
EUR CAC 40 INDEX 6.995,99 -0,37 -6,71 -0,08 
EUR FTSE MIB INDEX 25.775,52 -0,03 -9,36 -2,22 

ASIA 1,75 -13,26 -7,41 
JPY NIKKEI 225 26.553,53 2,83 -7,38 -2,29 
CNY CSI 300 INDEX 4.181,53 1,05 -19,83 -11,31 
HKD HANG SENG INDEX 22.044,65 1,37 -12,56 -8,63 

GLOBAL
USD ISHARES MSCI ACWI ETF 89,35 -0,38 -18,37 -11,97 
USD MSCI WORLD 2.685,32 -1,83 -17,71 -11,43 
USD MSCI EM 1.027,91 -0,17 -19,94 -14,48 
USD MSCI AC ASIA PACIFIC 166,16 0,05 -16,89 -10,40 
USD MSCI EM LATIN AMERICA 2.266,46 -1,02 9,57 11,79

Fixed Income
GLOBAL 881,59 0,56 -15,13 -10,13 

USD Global Aggregate 462,61 0,40 -16,25 -11,93 
USD J.P. Morgan EMBI Global Total 795,58 1,07 -16,45 -10,60 
USD Global High Yield 1.386,59 0,21 -12,71 -7,87 

Commodities

USD BBG Commodity 112,13 0,49 13,75 6,07
USD Oro 1.929,80 0,50 -0,28 4,92
USD WTI 81,31 3,72 6,71 -6,43 
USD Soja 1.509,00 -1,34 14,34 5,84
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